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INTRODUCTION

The Family in Sociological Literature

The family has played an important role in the history
of the world and has been studied from various viewpoints.
The most important studies of the family in this century were
made mainly by North American, French, and German sociologists.
They constructed the standard framework for study of the family
from various approaches:
1 -

The historical approach, recognizing the changes which
have occurred in the institutional patterns and be
havior.

2 -

Families in pre-literate societies and their contri
butions, both negative and positive, to their
societies.

3 -

4

-

The place of the family in society:
a.

in pre-literate society

b.

the implications for modern institution.

Sexual aspects of the family as interpreted by
psychiatrists, moralists, and the social and
psychological sciences.

$ -

Family organization and disorganization as reflected
in sociological literature.
The field is far from being exhausted by the items

viii
enumerated#

It is necessary, however, to delimit the study*

In Latin America, in recent decades, the framework for Socio
logical literature is nearly always taken from the North
American studies*
The frame of reference suggested by Willard Waller^"
has been used only in part in this study*

Suggestions made

by authorities, such as E. M* Kaclver 2 and Burgess and Locked
have been incorporated in this paper*

The basis of their

approach is the study of the individuals through their life
cycles*

1

Kaclver presents the following phases:

- Courtship

2 - The first years of marriage
3 - Parenthood

4

- Stage of empty nest^
Dillard Waller took as reference the Kaclver phases of

familial life cycle and introduced "life in the parental family
as a distinct phase*

The purpose behind the introduction of

this item was to show the socialization process and the theory
of habit formation*

The variables such as ethnic group, rural

and urban family, and others, did not appear in his work*

^Willard Waller, The Family. A, Dynamic Interpretation,
revised by Beuben Hill, Dryaen Press, 15 >T*
2Robert Morrison Kaclver, Society, A Textbook of Sociolo£Z, 1937.
3Burgess and Lock, The Family. 1945-

%aclver, C£* clt*. p. 1 9 9 .
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Life in the parental family as related to the formation
of habit and personality is the first phase of the life cycle.
Waller thinks that habit is the cornerstone of the structure
of the personality.

He accepted the definition of John Dewey

of "habit" in his study.
The word "habit” may seem twisted somewhat from its
customary use when employed as we have been using it. But
we need a word to express that kind of human activity which
is influenced by prior activity and in that sense acquired;
which contains within itself a certain ordering or system
atization of minor elements of action; which is projective,
dynamic in quality, ready for overt manifestation; and
which is operative in some subdued subordinate form even
when not obviously dominating activity."*
The second phase of the family cycle is courtship.

This

phase involves the interaction between the male and female and
can be divided into the following processes: the coquetry, the
"line", the love quarrel, and the pair unity.
The engagement is the bridge between courtship and
marriage.

In this phase the pair unity increases and the

plans for the future life are drawn.

Sociological tests have

been devised for engaged couples attempting to predict their
future marital adjustment.
Carriage is the dividing line between courtship and
parenthood.

It is the origin of a new family and consequently

a new organizational cell in society.

The aspect of marriage

that has been emphasized is conflict withiu the married couple

^John Dewey, Hunan ftature and Conduct. pp. 40-41

—

—

.

X
and consequently the disorganization of the family, in contrast
to marriage solidarity and marital success.

In the inter

active process of marriage both principals acquire new status,
changes occur in the world of the couple, and consequently
there is the creation of new values and stabilization of the
personalities.
Burgess and Locke^, studying the process of adjustment
of the couple, using questionaries to measure happiness in
marriage, devised a series of tests to reveal the main aspects
of adjustment*

Other sociologists have been working on simi

lar problems.
Solidarity in marriage involves mainly the personality
characteristics, cultural backgrounds*sociability factors,
response patterns, and sex factors.

Depending on the negative

or positive aspects of the above variables, family life can
be successful or disrupted.
The parenthood phase is characterized by childbearing
and the process of socialization of the child*

The roles of

the father and the mother are the objects of study in this
phase*

The stage of "the empty nest" completes the family

cycle, in which the most serious problems spring from the
need to adjust to old age and eventual death*
In sociological literature studies of the family have

^Burgess and Locke, op . cit. t p. 760.

—
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also dwelt on the problems of family disorganization.

Divorce,

desertion and illegitimacy are aspects of family disorgani
sation.
Recent sociological literature on the family and
marriage has viewed the adjustment of the couples as relating
7
si
to religiosity and sexual gratification,' social class,
tension
created by the number and sex of children,9 and the roles of
the man and woman in m a r r i a g e . ^

Scope

The plan for this study of the Amazonian family was
conceived when the author was living in the Amazon valley.
His life in Manaus and other towns in the Amazon valley con
tinuously brought to his attention the problems of family

7Paul Tallin, "Religiosity, Sexual Gratification and
Marital Satisfaction," American Sociological Review, p. 300305, June 1957; Lee G. Surchina 1 , ^Marital Satisfaction and
Religious Behavior," American Sociological Review, p. 306310,‘June 1957.
^John Pierce Jones, Richard A. Littman, and Robert C.
A. Moore, "Social Class Differences in Child Rearing," American
Sociological Review, pp. 694-704, December 1957; Martha Jturn
White, "Social Claes, Child Rearing Practices and Child Be
havior," American Sociological Review, pp. 704-710, December
1957.
^Bernard Faber and Leonard Blackman, "Marital Role
Tension and Humber and Sex of Children," American sociological
Review, pp 596-601, October 1956.
^*%irra Karanovsky, "Cultural Contradictions and Sex
Roles," Outside Readings in Sociology. Organized by Schuler,
Gibson, Fiero, and Srookover, pp 133-142; Leonard Cottrel,
"Roles and Marital Adjustment," It id. pp. 5&1-591.
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organization.

These problems were brought into focus by

studies made be Gilberto Freyre, Brazilian sociologist, who
had made, thirty years previously, a study of the northeastern
familyLater,
made.

other studies of the Brazilian family, were

They suggested a similar study of the family in the

um&zon valley.
Family patterns in Latin America are quite different
from those in North America,
In many parts of Latin
America, families are foriaea, children are reared, and
extended families come into being, without having been
initiated by a marriage ceremony.
In most countries,
only marriage by officials of the government are legally
recognized.
In some countries, church marriages are
prohibited unless preceded by civil marriage*
In any
case, either the expense involved or a negative attitude
toward the value of civil marriages has resulted in
widespread occurrence of what is known as union libre
(free union).12
In Manaus, for example, one of the obvious deterrents
to successful family life is prostitution and deviant sexual
behavior outside the marriage union.

Brazilian Criminal Law

has always forbidden prostitution, but apparently nobody in
the government has to courage to exterminate street solici
tation and brothels.
Samuel Benchimol, speaking about the city has observed:
As in the majority of Latin American or Brazilian cities
prostitution flourishes as a "necessary evil" in accord
with the general attitude of the community.
Recently
the police tried to shut down these houses, attempting to

^ G i l b e r t o Freyre, The Raster and slaves. 1945*
^ N a t h a n L. ^hetten, "Needed Sociological Research in
Latin America", The southwestern oocinl science quarterly»
p, 207, December 1957*

—
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force the brothels into the suburban area#
All the news
papers fought the project and. as a consequence, the cluster
remained in the downtown section. 3*3
Another problem related to prostitution is the ille
gitimacy rate in the Amazon valley#

T# Lynn ^©ith believed

that about thirty per cent of the children bora in the valley
are illegitimate#^

In comparison to other Latin American

countries this percentage is low#
In 1944, for example, the records in Guatemala indicated
that 75 per cent of the children born in the entire re
public were illegitimate in that they were born to couples
who had not been married but were living in a common-law
relationship.*5
This is indicative of the disorganization of the family#
Other problems will be objects of study in this thesis.
The present family organization and its origin and development
from certain ethnic groups will be discussed#

Limitation of the Scope
First of all, it is necessary to make a spatial limi
tation on this study.

The Amazon valley could be understood

as referring to the whole valley, covering the Brazilian part
and the other five Latin American countries through which the

13Lamuel Benchiiaol, Manaus. A Gro th of a City in the
Amazon Valley, p#
14t . Lynn Smith, Brazil, People and Institutions, p# 541#

^ U a th a n L# whet ten, o p .

cit. # p# 207

.
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■
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xiv
Amazon river flows.

The author means, when he speaks about

the valley in this paper, only the Brasilian section. Further
limitations are necessary since this is still too vast an
area.

Therefore, the author limits the Amazon valley to mean

the ^tate oi Amazonas, the State of Para, and the territories
of Rio Branco, Apre, Rondonia and Amapa.
In the main the author will concentrate chiefly on
family organization and disorganization.
The present study will discuss the historical roots of
the family in Brazil and in the Amazon valley which should
contribute to better understand of the purpose of this paper.
Therefore, the Portuguese, the Indian, and the Negro elements
will be the objects of more detailed study.

Method and Source

the present study is based mainly upon the investi
gation of the pertinent sociological literature of the Amazon
valley.

There is little of such material.

Most of the books

written about the valley pertain to its historical, geographical
or economic aspects, rather than the sociological.

The sparse

bibliography collected by the author is not specialized, but
is chiefly observations by travellers and historians.

Mention

must be made of ur. Arthur Cezar Ferreira Reis who has studied
the origin oi the Amazon society.

Alto the author must

mention Charles Aagley*s study called amazon Town considered

,

*

♦ . it*

XV
one of the best books in the field of anthropology in Brazil.
The literature available to the author was reviewed and
furnishes the basis for this study*
In addition to the literature the author has used his
own observations of facts and aspects of the family in the
Amazon valley.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE EUROPEAN CONQUEST AND COLONIZATION
IN THE AMAZON VALLEY

The conquest of the Amazon valley started with the
division between Portugal and Spain of all land to be dis
covered in the New World*

In accordance with the Tordesilhas

Treaty in 1492 the Amazon region was part of Castela.

Portu

gal claimed the coastal area of what is now Brazil, and Spain
possessed the central part and western coast of South America*
The line dividing the two colonies ran from Belem, in the
State of Para, to Laguna, in the State of Santa Catarina*
At the time of the discovery of Brazil in 1500,

Portu

gal was a small country with a population of about one million.
She had colonies in Africa, India and South America.

Because

of the small population, the conquest of the Amazon region
was very slow and only occurred when Brazil was threatened by
invasion from the French and the Dutch who occupied part of
the territory of the colony*
It was fully realized that Portugal was in no position
to undertake the colonization of both the coast and in
terior of so vast a domain, and that if she made the
attempt she would in all likelihood lose them both. There
fore, the coastal strip was decided upon, for it was
rightly thought that if this were firmly occupied it would
fence off the hinterland until the proper time for a mi
gration westward.!
ljohn A. Crow, The Epic of Latin America* p. 141.

£*'ftn#«ftoq

3
Penetration by the Spaniards into the Amazon valley was
impeded for two main reasons: first, ipain was preoccupied
with gold discovered in Peru and Mexico; second,

the Andes

mountains were an obstacle that prevented their reaching the
valley from the west.

The courageous Portuguese people who

came to the valley in the beginning of the seventeenth century
also played an important role in keeping all invaders from
intruding*
The occupation of the Atlantic coast of Brazil by the
Portuguese was the first objective of the conquest.

For many

reasons the Portuguese could not penetrate the interior.

The

main obstacle was Planaito Atlantico (a mountain system found
in Eastern Brazil).

The Indians and the forest also helped

to keep the population on the coastal strip.

The AVI century

was one in which the Portuguese did not penetrate the Amazon
valley and the Spaniards were not interested in the forest.
In 1542 Francisco de Orellana, a Spaniard,

left Peru

looking for B1 Dorado, and on the other side of the Andes
discovered the legendary Amazon valley.

In an effort to bring

help to his starving expedition, Orellana and some of his men
paddled down the Napo river which eventually emptied into the
Amazon.

Frei Vicente de Carvajal described the expedition’s

adventures and during this trip Orellana gave the name Amazon
to the main stream.

These were the first white men to travel

the length of the Amazon valley from one extreme to the other.

________________

.

.

4
This was not conquest but rather the accidental discovery of
the biggest valley in South America.
Afterwards the expedition of Orellana was completely
forgotten by the Spaniards despite the fact that he asked
many times to return to conquer the territory in the name of
the Crown of Castela (Spain).
Other expeditions crossed the length of tho Amazon
valley the most commonly mentioned one being that of Pedro
ursua which repeated the Orellana trip.
In 15&Q there was no heir to the Portuguese crown and
so the .Spanish king, Felipe XI, as a legitimate desceadent,
took over Portugal.

In consequence all the colonies of Portu

gal passed into the hands of Spain.

Brazil was then a colony

of ^>pain until 1640, when the monarchy was restored in Portu
gal.

lean while, Spain and Portugal, as a part of the same

kingdom, caused the old legal boundaries in South ni&erica to
disappear and Spain became the absolute possessor of the
colonies.

During this era the line dividing Brazil from the

other colonies was pushed westward by the still nationalistic
Portuguese colonists.
The French and the Dutch made several tentative attempts
to develop a colony in the Portuguese possession.

In 1613

the French arrived in karanhao to found the Franca Antarctica.
The Portuguese and Spaniards tried to expel the invader in 1615.
They succeeded and, following north the troops commanded by

5
Gamilo C&ldeira Gastello Branco founded the Forte do Presepio
which became the city of Nossa Senhora do Belem, today’s
metropolis of the Amazon river valley*
One century after the discovery of the Amazon river by
Francisco Orellana, the adventure was repeated by Pedro Teixeira,
a Portuguese, in 1633*

He left Belem and advanced toward Quito

to conquer the land in the name of the King of Spain*

In

Franciscana he founded a fort, to mark the beginning of the
conquest of the valley.
The Rio Hegro was the next step.

In 1657 Bento Maciel

Parente commanded an expedition to the Rio Negro with twentyfive soldiers and three hundred Indians*

This was followed

in 1669 by Francisco da Mota Falc&o who built the fort christened
MSao Jose do Rio Negro,” starting a small settlement which
eventually grew into the city of Manaus.
With the treaties of Utretch and Madrid, Portugal and
Spain had agreed on the international right of the uti possi
detis. that is, the land occupied by one country belonged to
them as a right of conquest.

By the XIX century, the Portu

guese government had constructed 27 forts to defend the Amazon
valley and secure the conquest.

Post important of these are

the Forte Principe de Beira on the Guapore river, Forte do
Macapa in the territory of Amapa, Forte de >^&o Joaquim on the
hi© Negro and Forte de Tabatings on the Amazon river.

These

forts delimit the Amazon valley in the southwest, northeast,

.

1

'., .

i
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north| and west respectively, and are located on the main
streams that flow into the valley.
The merldi&nal part of the valley had not been definitely
conquered until the XIX century when the rubber toom brought
thousands of Brazilian northeastemers who penetrated the jungle
and extended the boundary toward las tterras desconocidas as
the land was called by the Bolivians and Peruvians.
quest of the territory was finished.

The con

There was no longer any

doubt about the boundary of the Portuguese colony in the new
world.

The immense Amazon valley conquest was due to the

courageous Portuguese people.
The process of colonial
different lines.

frontier

expansion followed

The Spaniards stopped when they were fortu

nate enough to find gold and precious metals, one of the main
reasons why they were in America.

They settled along the

Pacific coast and the Andes tended to handicap their inland
expansion.

However, as soon as they crossed the mountains,

they spread out into the backlands of Amazonia.

Their di

rection of movement was, therefore, from west to east.

The

Portuguese, in contrast, first established themselves on the
Atlantic coast at Kecife and Bahia.
toward la Plata basin.

Hext they moved southward

Then they followed the coast north

eastward until they started the westward penetration of the
valley.
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"In 1775* in accordance with the Ouvidor Geral Francisco Xavier RibGiro de Oazup&io, the census of the <oaaaon
valley was as follows:
"Free persons . . . . .

. 936

"Indians in aldelaiaentos

10,620

"bl&ves • . ...........
"Total
The white population of the valley in 1734* by a
Jesuit census, was almost 100 families, living in ex*
treme poverty.
It was the House of Representatives in
Belem that issued the following comment: "These people
who live in this State in poverty, should be considered;
these noble conquerors and colonists have shed their
blood, and lost their lives working for their king to
conquer this land.
They don’t bring their sons and
families to this city, because, beside other diffi
culties, navigation overseas is hazardous^
The white population that came to the region was
attracted at that time by the literature that exaggerated
the richness of the valley.

But the majority of them ivere

soldiers who came to take care of the fortification.

These

soldiers, after their service, stayed in the valley with the
hope of becoming rich.

They settled and set up trading posts

on the main stream of the river.

The population was reduced

to small settlements where there was a preponderance of

^Arthur Cesar Ferreira Pels, Processo Hlstorico da
conomia iuuazonenae« p. 15, Translated by the author.
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poverty and the houses were without comfort or artistic orna
ments.

The few white people, the strictly male immigrants,

mingled with the Indians brought to the valley by the Jesuits,
and this facilitatec miscegenation.
The first phase of colonization of the valley was
characterised by the gathering of the jungle products*

That

period is called in this study ciclo da dro&a do sgrtao.
This phase also is accompanied by the tropas de rcs^astes.
that is, troops sent to the interior to make prisoners of the
Indians and sell theia in the cities and settlements.

Because

the Portuguese population was too small and the dominant
thought of the seventeenth and eighteenth century was that
the Europeans could not work in the tropical climate, it was
necessary to enslave Indians and Negroes to work in the north
eastern plantations and in the cities.

Mo&cir F&lxao said,

"The psychology of the Iberian society didn’t value work, but
only valued contemplation and ecstaciei:, outside of the physi
cal battle of the world.T*^
The agricultural experiment, second phase of the coloni
zation of the valley, was tried before Brazil became an empire.
Coffees was brought from Branch duiana and cocoa was planted
as part of the program of occupation of the valley.

Also

cattle raising was introduced in the Kio Branco valley by Lobo

^Ibld., p* 31*

9
de Almada to furnish beef to the region*
experiment was a failure#

hut the agricultural

it was impossible to make plantations

out of the forest and the scattered population could not absorb
the production.

Agriculture as a focus of attraction for the

people living overseas was slight but a few families came from
Portuguese provinces such as scores, Douro, de Alentijo,
Algarves, *inho and iasagao*
The rubber boom was the third phase of the colonization
and brought thousands of northeastern Brazilians to the Amazon
valley*

They came to escape from the great wrought in the

northeast at the end of the nineteenth century*

Their former

environment was completely different from this new one# There
v;as water and forest in the amazon valley while their home
land had been dry, with poor vegetation#

Tne nmazonian life

was surrounded by dangerous and impenetrable jungle and the
rubber fields had never previously been touched by man*
These men came to occupy the region with only one purpose in
in mind; "get rich and get out#n

kost of them never realized

this dream, but stayed there for life, constructing homes on
the main stream and dedicating their lives to agriculture or
rubber gathering*
This boom inaugurated a new phase in the history of
the Valley. The growth of population in the State of
Amazonas became marked.
It was 57,610 in 18?2; 147,915
in 18905 249,576 in 1900 ; 363,000 in 1920 ; and finally
433,008 in 1940#
This represents an eight-fold increase
in less than seventy years.*

^Benchixnol, op* cit*, p# 21#
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The whole Amazon valley increased proportionally in
population over the years despite the many depressions and
setbacks.
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The Portuguese Family
In the XV century i-ortugal was a small country that had
developed the science of navigation and had colonies and trading
posts in Africa, India and South America.

Due to the great

commercial wealth realized by exploiting her colonies, agri
culture became a secondary activity in Portugal,

from this

situation the merchants arose to become the midcle class.
We must distinguish three social classes in Portugal.
At the top was a non-working, hard-fighting, land-holding
ruling class*
it included the higher clergy but is best
typified by the nobleman, the fidalico. lince the fidaI a q
was above soiling his hands with commerce and found it
easier to get money with the sword than the shovel, he let
economic power gravitate more and niore into the hands of
the numerous descendants of those fifty thousand Jews
Hadrian planted in the peninsula. These, up to a few
years before the discovery of Brazil, formed a rich and
efficient middle class of businessmen and shopkeepers.
Staggering along under them both as a coolie shuffles
under the weight of his balanced baskets of vegetables,
was the working mass of the population, a sturdy peasantry
gifted with delicacy and intelligence, in spite of its
colossal ignorance and lack of letters.!
The ruling class in Portugal was the fidalgos (literally
fidalf;os means filho do al&c, son of somebody) who had received
titles as noblemen and undertook most of the exploration in
Asia, Africa and America.

They were symbols of masculinity and

ARoy Nash, The Conquest of Brazil, pp. 3&-39*
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courage to the Portuguese people*

They brought with them to

the first settlements (to the C&pit&nias Bereciitarias) the
patriarchal family based on the agricultural system of Portu
gal*

Being fiualgos, they valued work very little*

The

function of the man was to direct the family and defend their
right of property*

They developed the legend that white men

could not work in the tropics to justify slavery of the Indians
and Negroes*
The woman*s position in this society was that of sub
mission and acceptance of the master* s orders*

-educated to

be domestic and work as housewives, they could never leave
their home if not accompanied by their husbands, and then only
to attend church.
The children acquired a precocious maturity by imitating
their fathers* attitudes at home*

The formal education of the

young was in the hands of the priests in the religious schools
which only taught theology and subjects correlated with re
ligion*

Portugal, at that time, was just about ruled by the

Church, and the state considered the Church as an integral
part of the government*
The Portuguese brought to Brazil all the old world
institutions*

The family was patriarchal, based on agri

cultural work by slaves, with the discipline of a strong re
ligious system.

Most of the Portuguese families that came to

Brazil settled in Recife and Bahia where they developed sugar
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plantations.
The Portuguese who came to the Amazon valley can be
divided into: adventurers, exiles, and soldiers.
The Amazon region was the attraction for the adventurers
who went to gather tropical products of the jungle and capture
the unusual animals.

The adventurers came without families

with the idea of becoming rich as quickly as possible, and
returning home.

Their morals were forgotten in the process.

In front of the city of Manaus there is an island called
Marapata.

The adventurers used to call it the Island of bhame.

It was said that before entering the city each man would leave
his conscience hanging in the island.

The adventurer is

given no set period in history to call his own because this
type of person has come to the Amazon valley from the first
years of exploration to the present.
The exiles, called by the Portuguese deF.radados, were
another element that came to populate the valley, sent by the
government to Brazil,

They were all types of criminals who

came to serve their sentences in the Amazon valley,

Gilberto

Freyre developed the theory that the soldiers, adventurers,
exiles and nnew-Christians" did not leave any trace of them
selves on the economic life of Brazil, but did so in the social
structure.

2Benchiraol, 0£f clt,, p, 99#
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Colonisation through soldiers of fortune, exiles, "newChristians" fleeing religious persecution, shipwreck victims,
slave-dealers, and traffickers in parrots and lumber left
practically no trace on the economic life of Brazil. This
irregular and haphazard mode of settling the land was so
superficial and lasted so shoxvt a while that politically
and economically it never reached the point of becoming a
clearly defined system of colonization.
and defending the exiles he says:
...but, one the other hand, there is no good reason to
doubt that many of them had been banished upon the
flimsiest of excuses, for in those days some of the best
subjects in the realm were thus sent out to the wilderness.
The standards that in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
still guided the Portuguese in their criminal jurisprudence
were exceedingly strict ones.
In their penal law, mysti
cism, still aflame from the war against the koors, gave a
disproportionate aspect to offenses.3
C. lalheiro Dias asserts that ff...there did not exist in con
temporary legislation a code that was comparable in severity
to Book V of the Statutes of Emanuel,n and he adds that "ac
cording to its provisions, around two hundred offenses were to
be punished with banishment.
The thesis of Gilberto Freyre can be applied to the
northeast, in the area of Pernambuco and Bahia, but not to the
Amazon valley.

The exiles were sent by the Portuguese au

thorities to the valley to settle and colonize in the jungle
and sometimes with a definite genetic purpose.
It is possible that, with the genetic interest of the

3Gilberto Freyre, ££. cit., pp. 27-28.
Vialheiro Dias, quoted Ibid*, p. 28.
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population in view, certain individuals were deliberately
sent to Brazil whom we know to have been expatriated for
irregularities or excesses in their sexual lifei for
hugging and kissing, for employing witchcraft to induce
love or hatred, for bestiality, effeminacy, procuring, and
the like. To the wilderness, so underpopulated, with a
bare sprinkling of whites, cause these oversexed ones,
there to give extraordinarily free rein to their passions;
and the results, it may be, were advantageous to the
Interests of Portugal in Brazil.5
The soldiers were part of the conquest.

They came with

the first expeditions of Camilo Caldeira Gastelo Branco to
defend the region from invaders.

They were scattered at stra

tegic points all over the valley mixing with the Indian girls
who received the white man willingly.
After the expulsion of the Jesuits from the Amazon
valley in 1759 by Marquis of Pombal, soldiers were sent to
govern the Jesuit missions and establish order in the aldeiamentos and towns.

They were called "colonist soldiers” and

they founded such cities as Santarem, Obidos, Alenquer, and
Monte Alegre along the Amazon river.

The Marquis of Pombal

also facilitated the miscegenation of the soldiers with the
Indians by offering special favors and land to the soldier who
married an Indian girl.
The battle was decided, however, in the middle of the
eighteenth century when the Marquis of Pombal, who governed
with absolute power in Portugal for more than twenty-five
years, stripped the missionaries of all temporal powers
over the Indians and ordered the Jesuits expelled from
Brazil.
Pombal issued a series of laws aimed at incorpo
ration of the Indians, those still living in tribal groups
and those of the missions, into colonial life. Many im
portant Amazon towns, such as Obidos, Faro and Macapa,

5Gilberto Preyre,

ci£,, p. 29.
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became civil settlements at this time* There was a
conscious policy of stimulating miscegenation between
the Europeans and the natives.
Portuguese male colonists
were offered special inducements in the form of land
grants, free tools, and tax exemptions and political
posts to marry native women.®
This stimulated miscegenation and increased the numbers
of mamelucos.

It is estimated that in 1852 as much as 57

per cent of the inhabitants of the valley were Indians and

25

per cent more were mamelucos or Indian-European mixtures: the
rest were Europeans and Negroes.
The Portuguese colonizer, with rare exceptions, was a
coarse type — the condemned that came to pay their punish
ment, soldiers, and marines. They came alone to the
valley.
Their family, if they had one, stayed in Lisbon
awaiting an opportunity to come (that never came) to join
the head of the family. For a long time the immigration
to Brazil was essentially masculine.
From this resulted
a concubinage developed by the whites with the Indian
girls.7
Several sources state that whole families came to settle
in the Amazon valley*
Truly, the official immigration of the families to
colonize the Amazon valley began a long time ago.
In 1617
Jorge de Lemos Britto contracted 200 Acorean families to
colonize the extreme north of Brazil. They arrived in
Sao Luis, Karanhao in 1619*

^Charles Wagley, Amazon Town, A btudy of Man in the
Tropics, pp. 37-38.
7primeiro Plano Quincuenal. ^uperintendencla do Plano
de Valorizacao kconomica da Araazonia. vol. it. p. 2077 *
^Arthur Cezar Ferreira Eels, "Gasais, Soldados e Degredados na Oolonizacao da Amazonia,” Anais do III Conrreaso Sul
File Grandense de Hjstorla e Geogxafla» p.w ?,bD7.e™‘
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According to Palma Munis* "The creation of the Villa
do Ourem, in Para, in 1753, marked the beginning of the Portu
gese colonization in this state, with the coming of 150 Indian*
and families from Acoree Island."^
This information shows that some families from Portugal
and the Islands came to the valley before the III century; but
their numbers were negligible*

Others came toward the end of

the 111 century with the rubber boom, and in the beginning of
of XX century*
Moat of the families that came to the valley were
farmers and peasant*.

After coming into contact with the

jungle they decided to settle in the cities and live from
commerce.

Most settled in Belem and Manaus and other small

towns of the Amazon region.

Many historians have commented

on the preference, not only of the Portuguese people* but
also of the native, for the cities In Latin America.

This

can be explained by the fact that the governments were located
in the big cities, and the comforts offered were factors at
tracting the population from the hinterland.

Because of this*

Manaus and Belem had a spectacular growth in the last and present
centuries.

c it*

9 Palma t u n is* quoted in Vrig-eiro >lano
pp» 202*

a im iu a n a l. 0£ .
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The Indian Family

Scientific investigations of the Indians in the Amazon
valley have been led by the Germans during the last century,
and by the North Americans in the present century . The German
ethnographers classified the tribes on the basis of grammatical
structure of the language and comparison of vocabularies#

In

comparing the languages, words which have persisted throughout
the generations such as those designating the parts of the
human body, the names given to kinship, and the phenomena of
nature, have been used#

Collecting this material, the eth

nographers have classified the tribes in the Amazon valley as
follows: Tupi, Tapuia, Ge, Nuaruak or Maipure, Caraiba, Pano,
Nh&rabiquara, Tucano, Crichana, Uiototo, Juri, Catuquina, Mura,
Trumai, Bororo, Caraja, Kirand, i acu, and T i o u n a # ^
The Indian organization before the conquest or contact
with the whit© people presented a variety of characteristic
similarities and differences.

The environment known as the

"tropical rain-forest" had never had great civilizations, and
the Indians of the Amazon valley were not as culturally de
veloped as the Incas or Mayas.
The settlements of many of the tribes consisted of one

10Arthur Reis, Os Indios na Amazonia, p. 3*
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or a few communal houses called malocae.

Such an arrangement

implied some degree of communism, e.g., the collective use of
the fireplace, the place for grinding raaize, and other utensils*
The houses, which varied in type from tribe to tribe, were
located near the river to facilitate transportation*
In the western part of the rain-forest, patrilocal
residence predominates along with exogamy,
be temporary or permanent.

iiatrilocalism may

Different tribes shifted from a

patrilocal to raatrilocal type of society.

In some tribes

endogamy predominated, and in other tribes, exogamy*
The marriage rules most common to the tribes were the
following:
Premarital intercourse might be consistent with strict
feminine fidelity in wedlock, depending on the tribe.

Else

where, polygamy was either a chiefs* prerogative or was
actually practiced by the chief and shamans.

Polygamy was

not permitted to everyone.
Regarding the position of the women, there is con
flicting evidence, presumably reflecting local differences.
Some sources describe the women as their husbands* slaves,
others as companions; and among the lolicur the women occupied
a position somewhere between the extremes.
Indeed the life of the Brazilian woman was one long
agony of service. Customs differ widely, of course, but
it may be generalized in such terms as these: During child
hood she was kept on a more limited diet than the boys.
After the ordeal ceremonial whipping she married, at the
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age of ten or twelve, a youth of from fifteen to eighteen,
whose slave she proudly became*
*<hen the tribe unfurled
its sails and ran before the wind, she carried his luggage*
V.hen he shot a monkey or peccary in the forest, he trained
her in the part of retriever.
Upon signs of pregnancy,
the man withdrew; and she was put upon a strict diet from
which all meat was excluded. When the moment of birth
approached, she went alone into the forest, tore or bit
the navel string in two, went to the stream to wash her
self and the infant, and then went about her work —
while the husband took to his hammock and was nursed
until the cord of the infant had dried away, for Brazil
is one of the many lands of the couvade, the union between
the father and child being regarded as so intimate that
the utmost care mu3t be taken of him lest the child suffer.
The political organization presented the following
characteristics.

Commonly each settlement was autonomous, so

that the headman merely controlled fellow residents,

but in

some cases there was one chief at the head of a group of
tribes.

Charles Wagley observed:

Leadership among them was weak.
Only rarely did a chief
tain exercise power over more than one village; only their
shamans or pays. as their religious leaders were called,
went beyond the immediate village. Their religion, too,
was loosely organized.
The pays were not organized into
a priesthood, but dependent rather upon their personal
power to protect the people from dangerous ghosts and
demons.12
These characteristics gave to the Portuguese conqueror
an impression of complete disorganization.

On reading the

documents concerning the Indians reported to the Crown, one
finds amazing differences in points of view: that of the

^ R o y Nash, o p . cit., p. 23.
^ C h a r l e s Wagley, Minorities in the New World, p. 37*
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conqueror, the colonist, and the religious priest*
The colonist, a materialist type, who only thought of
his economic prosperity, transformed the Indians into slaves
and worked them in the jungle collecting products which could
be exported to Portugal*
The priests saw the Indians as barbarous men, without
God, and tried to Christianize them*

These men of God came

to missions that were located all over the Amazon valley
preaching the gospel and European customs*

They insisted on

moral principles, and forbade incest and other sexual activi
ties outside of monogamous marriage*
The government tried to protect the Indians through
laws and regulations*

The law that forbade the enslavement

of Indians had loopholes*

Exceptions were the Guerras .lustas

(just wars) when the Indians became obstacles to penetration
of the Gospel, when they initiated an attack on a village, and
other reasons*

Those ^ransomed from the cord," that is,

snatched from the hands of the cannibals before the feast had
commenced, could also be enslaved*

Eoy hash said: "cora-

Indians, the rarest of rare phenomena, suddenly became as
common in Para as the mangos and Brazil nuts, when the solemn
tribunals sat to determine the legal status of the Indian slaves*n ^

^ l o y Nash,

0£.

cit* . p. 111.
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The miscegenation between Indians and whites was
accompanied by the extermination of whole tribes by sl&'e
hunters called tropas de restates*

Expeditions were seit

into the interior to capture Indians.

fiost of the slavis

were sold into the sugar plantations along the northeast coast
of Brazil or taken to the cities to serve as servants ii the
houses.
It is not strange that the Portuguese Crown, ratter
than trying to prevent miscegenation, actually encouraged and
recommended the marriage of the Portuguese men with the Indian
women.

The Brasilian mamelucos added to the number of loyal

subjects of the Portuguese Crown.

As late as the eighteenth

century, laws were promulgated giving special favors, ir the
form of public positions and land, to men who married nctive
women,

in some parts of the colony the offspring of this

mixture came to form the most important element of the ppulation.

This was especially true in the first centuries of

the colony’s existence.
The cultural contribution of the Indian wife to tne
customs of the amazon

Is considerable,

borne of tie

contributions are: the almofarizes. pottery; weaving metnods;
preservation of food, such as laixira of turtle and pelx* b o i .
the moQueamento of the tambaoui and other fishes; and until
the rresent, the cunha. that is, the Indian servant to take
care of the children and play with them, teaching them aories
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and legends that were brought from their t r i b e s , ^
A factor of importance in the process of acculturation
and assimilation of the Indians were the missionaries.

The

missions that came to the Amazon valley were: Franciscans of
Frovincia de Santo Antonio, Jesuits, Mercedarios, Carmelites,
Franciscans of Conceicao da Beira do Minho, and Franciscans
of Pied&de.
The attitudes toward the missionaries in Brazil have
been both pro and con.

The basis for the arguments were the

Jesuit missions.
Its cornerstone was education: the Jesuits were first,
last, and all the time highly educated, and many of them
intellectual men.
And they were intensely practical men,
too* The portico through which you entered their structure
was a magnificent faith. Those men believed 1 When they
renounced the world their renunciation meant something;
they wore so convinced of their mission to mankind that
they were prepared to die for it; nay they were eager for
martyrdom. The soldier who goes into battle determined
to die is very likely to inflict a lot of damage before
death overtakes him. The Jesuits were soldiers of the
Cross who were ever ready to spend themselves in their
battle for the souls of the naked Indians,
buch men always
achieve, and are clothed in certain magnificence of spirit,
no matter hou deluded their desire; whereas, many of the
desires and acts of the Jesuits were among the most sub
lime to which Catholic Christians have attained,
Gilberto Freyre stated, "What is more, the Jesuits
sought to destroy, or at least to castrate, every virile ex
pression of religious or artistic culture that was not in

^►Arthur Reis, Indios, o p . cit.. p. £,
^5p„oy Nash,

0£.

cit, , p, 106.
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agreement with Catholic morality and European conventions.
The Jesuits employed the following process: they formed
the aldeiamanto or reducioaos that were located along the
rivers, and they concentrated several tribes together*

De

cause of the divergence of language they reduced them ail to
one called lingua geraj (general language).

Besides the

language they introduced European clothes, methods of work,
moral laws, and sexual division of labor*

Other changes were

introduced and the aldeiamentos were in constant fights with
the colonist because ’’the colonist wanted the Indian’s body
for labor while the Jesuits wanted his soul*w^

The main pre

occupation of the missions was to transform the Indian paganism
into Christianity, and to change the old values of a culture
to the new values established by the Jesuits.
The Jesuit process is described by Pitt-ilivers

13

and

the effects of depopulation, degeneration, degradation, and
deleterious influences, the English anthropologist attributes
to the contact of the advanced culture with the pre-literate
one*

We shall find a large, if not a major, part of these are

influences that were operative upon the Brazilian Indian through
the Jesuit catechism, an imposed system of morals, and the

^ C i l b e r t o Freyre, 2 2 - cit*. p.
^ K o y ftash,

22 .

107 *

cit* * p. Ill*

^ P i t t kivers, quoted Ibid* . p* 109*
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organizational system*

They were:

1 - The concentration of the aborigines in large settlements*

2 - The dreesing of natives in European garb*
3 - segregation on plantations*
4 - The application of the European penal legislation to
supposed crimes of fornication*
5 - Raising obstacles to marriage in native manner*
6 - The abolition of inter-tribal warfare*
7 - The abolition of polygamy*
3 - Abolition of the communal systara and the chieftains*^
Despite the good done by the Jesuits in the process of
acculturation and assimilation, in 1757 the Karquis of Pornbal
definitively expelled the Jesuits from Brazil and, in 1759,
gave freedom to the Indians*
The missionaries came to the valley again after Brazil
became an empire in 1322.

From this date on the same processes

were employed to acculturate and assimilate the Indians into
Brazilian society*

In 1910 the government, to protect the

Indians, established a special department called 0 ^ervico de
Protecao aos Indies,

Other Ethnic Groups

Negroes were brought as slaves to the Amazon valley.

3-9ldem
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Their numbers were negligible due to the already present Indian
slave who did the necessary work.

On July fourteenth, 1BB4,

the Amazon state abolished Hegro slavery but it was not until
that brazil freed all Negroes.

At the ond of the XIX

century there were fewer than five hundred hegroes in the
whole valley„

But when the English came to construct the

railroad, **&d«ira-&amore, between brazil and Bolivia, they
brought Begroes from the » est -inuies, mainly from B&rbadoc.
because of this it is customary in uanaus and other cities of
the valley to call the hegroes barbadianos (Barbadians).
kith the abolishment oi slavery, the importation of
degrees ceased.

Those that we find today have been thoroughly

mixed through the generations, and it is difficult to find a
I egro without a large admixture of white blood.
besides these alreacy mentioned ethnic groups are the
Moroccan Jews, byrian-Lebanese, and the Japanese in the Amazon
valley.
The Jews came at the end of the XIX century following
the rubber boom.

Just how many came to the Amazon is not

known, but two synagogues were founded in Belem, and another
two were fanned in Kanaus .
cemetery.

In most cities they had a private

The Jews became peddlers and merchants, traveling

in boats from one rubber plantation to another.

This type of

work is called regatao. and they traveled in boats of all
sizes, exchanging food, perfumes, cloths and other objects for

rubber, animal skins, and Brazil nuts.
no money was involved.

In these transactions

The endogamy of the group was main

tained, and at the end of the rubber boom they had wholesale
houses In Belem and j anaus*

Because of the religiosity of

their orthodox way of life, the family retained the traditional
great value on education through the generations.
The Syrian-Lebanese are considered as one group#
substituted for the Jews as peddlers and merchants#

They

The second

generation already presents some acculturation, and they now
are beginning to marry outside their group#

This presents

some conflicts between the generations in the family#

They

live in three or four streets that surround the municipal
Market.

The family plays an important role in everyday life

and the authority of the father is considerable#
The Japanese came to the region after 190&*

Isolated

from the population canters, they form colonies near the city
of Parintins and along the railroad of Braganca#

They are

farmers and have introduced the jute fiber and black pepper
into the Amazon valley.

The second generation is beginning

to associate with the caboclos (Indians and white decendants)
of the region.
These ethnic groups, because of their small number, are
almost aceuXturated into the Amazon way of life, having acquired
all the characteristics of the Amazon valley society#

*' ■>
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CHAPTER THREE
the m k w t t i m

m a u t

Tho Family and the Law

Brazilian

As

a

civil

colony civil law

law

is

the same ior the whole country*

followed the Portuguese Ordc-nacoes until

the new republic established laws for the entire country*
The Civil Code of Brazil was established by law, Number 3,071,
on January 14, 1916, ana the special part, Book I, begins with
the rights of the family.x

xJoscph vihelless - nYhe legislation of Brazil in civil
matters is based upon the old Portuguese law, which passed from
Portugal to the Empire of Brazil arid later to the Republic. By
a law of October 20, 1&23, and Article 33 ("the laws of the old
system shall continue in force until repealed") of the Consti
tution of 1391, the Ordinances o.f Philip I (IX of Spain), com
piled in 1603, were declared in force in Brazil; and much of
this law continued in force until the newly enacted Civil Code
took effect on January 1, 1917# The sources of Portuguese haw
are the Visigothic Code and the Decretals of the Councils« the
customary Y a w , tKe for&es or municipal charters anci statutes,
the Roman Law, as found" In the Breviary of Alaric and the
subsidiary sources, the Giete Partldas (12:63), the common law
with its later concordias, and the general legislation which
commenced in 1211. Boon after the Grown of Bpain and Portugal
were united in the person of Philip 1 in 1580, Philip ordered
the revision of the Ordenacoes de r.armel (an earlier recompi
lation), by decree of June 5, 1595 • r Trie resulting compilation
has received the name Ordenacoes Philippinas. or as it is
commonly known, Codigo PhilippinoV promulgated by Philip IX
on January 11, loOJ, and coafirimed by King Joao IV, by law of
January 29, 1643, (after the separation of the kingdoms)*
It
constitutes the great landmark in the civil law of Brazil, for
the Brazilian law of October 20, 1323, and Article 33 of the

■m
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The traditional view of the family waa observed in the present
Code by Clovis liavilaqua, and the family with its patriarchal
characteristics was considered tile most important institution*
The Civil Code in Catholic Brazil did not acknowledge divorce
because marriage is considered an indissoluble contract be
tween two people of different sexes*

But to compromise, the

legal institution called desquite was allowed*

Desquite is

the separation of the bodies and properties but does not
allow either one of the parties to marry again*
The formalities of marriage are considered a public act
and for a long time it could only be celebrated by a judge or
public official*

As a public act the edicts are published in

the nev/spapers three times during a forty day period before
the wedding for the purpose of informing anyone who might know
of any impediments to the marriage so that they may inform
the judge*

The ru&rri&ge is normally celebrated in the court

house but can be held in the home providing the doors are open
to all and thereby allowing full publicity of the act*
There is a long list of impediments to marriage that,
during the ceremony, the juege is obliged by law to make sure
are known by the couple.

He reads them very loudly to all

Constitution of 1391» the dodlgo ihlllPi ino has been given
the force of law in Brazil, except for such parts as have been
repealed; only with the coming, into effect of the Civil Code
on January 1, 1917, has it gone out of force.”
« CTvi 1
Code of Brazil, p. xiii.
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present,

-uaong the impediments there it age.

There can be

no marriage of women under sixteen or men under eighteer.. For
marriage of legitimate children under twenty one (but oter
sixteen and eighteen) the consent of both parents is necessary.
There can be no legal marriage in the following cases; the
affines in right line whether by legitimate or illegitimate
bond; ascendants with descendants; an adopting parent with the
adopted child; brothers and sisters legitimate or illegitimate,
and collaterals, unto the third degree inclusive; persons
already iaarried; and the adulterous spouse, wita the paramour,
condemned as such.
The conjugal society can be terminated in accordance
with the civil code by:
1 - death of one of the spouses
2 - nullity o r annulment of the marriage
3 - desquite.
a marriage can be nullified when either party mairied
with any of the above mentioned impediments.

This marriage

does not change their status or the status of their children.
The annulment of the marriage is accepted by law in
the following cases;
1 -

hen one of the parties is coerced.

6 - it

on the part of one of the parties there was,
in consenting, an essential error In respect to
the person of the other.

The law defines essential

—

error as;
A* '-‘
ihat was said with raspect to the identity
of the other spouse, his honor and good fame,
if this error is such that the subsequent
knowledge of it renders the life in common
unbearable to the deceived spouse.
B. Ignorance of an unbaliable crime, previous
to the marriage and definitively adjudged
by condemnatory sentence.
C. The deflowering of the wife, without know
ledge of tne husband.
The desquite action can only be founded on some of the
following motives:
1 - adultery
2 - Attempt to murder’ by one of the parties on the other
3 - 111 treatment or serious insult
4 - Voluntary abandonment of the conjugal home, during
two continuous years.
This type of desquite is called Judicial desquite*
Voluntary desquite occurs vrhen both agree to permanent sepa
ration.
In accordance with the law the roles of both husband
and wife are defined and we can notice the inequality of im
portance between the status of men and women in the Brazilian
society*

The husband has the rights and duties of: 1) the

j2
Is&al representation o f the family; 2} administration of the
common property and of the private property of the wife, which
the husband is intitled to administer by virtue of the matri
monial regimen adopted, or from the antenuptial pact; and 3)
the right to authorize the profession of the wife and her
residence outside of the conjugal roof*
The wife assumes, by marriage, besides the name of the
husband, the condition of his companion, consort and help in
the burdens of the family*

There follows a

long

list of what

the wife cannot do without, the authorization of the husband*
Included in this list is ftexercise a profession**

Article

six of the Civil Code includes married women as those "in
capable*, relative to certain acts or to the manner

of

exer

cising them, with minors over sixteen and under twenty-one,
spendthrift^, and savages.
The duties of both spouses ase:
1 - *reciprocal fidelity
2 - life lr; common conjugal domicile
3 - i utuai assistance
4 - support, care, and education of the children
Brazilian law also has inherited from the Homan j^aw
the institution of

patrio ppder (parental power)*

The

patrio

teder is rights that the father has over his children until
they reach legal adulthood*

In Brazil the

patrio

poder

was

reduced, giving to the father only the power to raise the

. f.
.

.

.
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children in the correct way

It is true that tne Code pre

scribes that the father has the right to ‘"demand their obedicn.ce, respect, and services appropriate to tnoir age arid
condition,1 but this is not considered much compared to a
society in which the father had all rights
Besides the ••ivi.i

Co d e . The

over

his

.^abor legislation

children.
also

contains laws governing the family where working conditions
are involved.

This book has specific laws dealing with minors,

It stipulates that:
1 - Iinors can work only after fourteen years of ago and
after primary education is completed.
2 - Observing the conditions
at night, or

of v.ork, minors car* not work

in a place that can jeopardize their

health or their morals.
3 - ' minor in

order to work must have the consent cf the

parents.
forking women have, beside the normal vacation period,
four weeks before childbirth and iour weeks after, in which
they are paid by their employer,

foci&l security o f f e r e tome

assistance to female workers with doctors and medicine ior
childbirth and in the case of accidental abortion.
In 1946 a special article stating that the federal
government vould defend and protect the family as an insti
tution was added to the constitution of brazil.
These are some of the characteristics presented

—
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hrasiliaa law la the several codifications that until now pre
vail and maintain the institutional aspects of the family.

The Family and Religion

The -iiiusQa valley, as a part of Dra&ii, is a Jutuoiic
area,

almost 95 percent of the people living in the valley

profess the Uatholic religion.

3or oxamplo, the population

of the state of aajaaonas numaar 514*090, of which ->93,329 are
Catholics#

This figure represents around 97 pareexit of the

population.

The State of Para nas a population of 1,132,273,

of which 1,023,373 are Oatholics.

Jonsidering those that did

not declare their religion this state is over
Catholic*

90

percent

The vast majority of the population of the area is

Catholic, whether or not practicing their religion.
I4aaau& and relexa are the mala population centers of
the valley and are capitals of the archdioceses.

The arch

bishop is the central figure in the ecclesiastical organisation
of the region.

The Jatholic Church in brazil is organized

into twenty ecclesiastical provinces, subdivided into twenty
archdioceses presided ovar by archbishops, sixty-six tributary
dioceseS

headed by bishops, twenty nine ecclesiastical perlacies,

and one abbey.

The Anazon valley comprises two provinces and

fifteen prelacies, as follows:
rroviciacia Dclesjastica do tara
1 - Arquidiocese de Deism do Para
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a. -reia

do

b. -reia

do j«yraj$

c.

do

relu

*% JUCi.

oU'-ytf.ia

'-iliiiU

ti* -rala.zia dt; u/antarom
e.

«
*
•1vid*cizia Oct os. Lonceicao

f. frelaciu do *■acapa
irelasia de

Carnet&

,cla oci.esiastica de l-anaus

n arv iu id io ce& e de *etnaus
a . P '~ Q ia a ja dO r.lO i'v
b*

re l a z la, de P o rto V^ih o

c. ■ralazia de «./uraa
u. -‘
red*£la de ^abroa
e. Prelasia de oao ferer.rino Lufljosi
X» 're-asia de T^fe
g.

Prelazia do

h*

-reiazia do a\lto -oliraoes

The numoer of

Branco

priests

in

small because of the scattered
is On sending priests into
tant missions and

the valley has always been

population.

The emphasis today

the interior because of the Protes

the growth of proselytism*

dome

regions

receive the visit of a priest only once or twice a year, and

3^

this A^ y

the

priest and town celebrate a great number of

marriages, baptisms, ane first communions.

The

influence of the religion on the family starts at

.

•
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birth.

The child must be baptized by the priest with a

Catholic name*

i

The family chooses a man and woman to serve

as padrinho and madrinha (god-parents) to the child.

This

increases the interaction between the family and the compadres.
Besides offering a valuable gift to the new child, they help
in his education and later help him to find a good job.
The first communion marks the passage fro© infancy into
childhood.

This is an event to celebrate.

The whole family

gets together to comment on the past years and their own first
communions.

This ceremony represents the change of role of the

child and the perpetuation of the Catholic religion.

The re

sponsibility of the child must increase, from that day on they
are considered able to enter in the adult life.
Confirmation is the entrance into complete adult status
in the Church.

This ©vent is not supported by all the people.

After reaching a certain age the man feels a constraint against
going to church.

If the child is very religious the family

commemorates the confirmation and all the friends and family
participate in the festivities.
The regular rites offered by the church are attended by
a large number of women but few men.

In the Amazon valley it

is generally felt that religion is more for girls and women
than for men.

The people never deny that they are Catholic

but some say that they are Catholic by tradition.
The religion has influenced the establishment of holidays

___
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by the Brazilian government.

The municipal government picked

the ©even most important days in the Catholic religion and
established them as municipal holidays.

By considering the

holidays we can trace the influence of the Church on the family,
Christmas is purely a family event.

The family prepares

on the twenty-fourth night of December the cels (supper), mainly
fish, bottles of wine, nuts, and cakes.

They have the cela

before they go to midnight mass or mlssa do r A l o . and then they
all come back home.

The boys, playing outside, come home to

ask for a blessing and return to their dances or games.

The

social clubs are closed on this date and a few years ago the
Ideal Club innovated another cela on the night of the twentyfifth at the club because no one leaves their home on the
twenty-fourth •
To the children papal noel (Santa Claus ) continues to
exist, and they prepare letters which they put in their shoes
asking for the toys that they prefer#

The Christmas tree is

displayed in the living room with the gifts.

The Christmas

spirit is really overwhelming and the government and other social
institutions offer toys for the poor children all over the
country.
The month of June is really a month of gaiety all over
the Amazon valley.

The festivals of June, St, Anthony’s Day,

on June 12th; ^t. John’s Day, June 24th; and Sts. Peter’s and
Paul’s Day, June 23th, are among the most characteristic and
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traditional of Brazil*

St. Anthony’s Day is considered the

day for lovers (St* Valentine to America and other European
countries)•
For three days and nights, on which the Saints1 glories
are celebrated, there are incessant explosions of firecrackers,
bombs, rockets, and almost every other invention of pyrotechny*
While bonfires blaze in every direction families get together
and prepare special food for these nights, such as, tacaca*
nnmgunza. alua.^ and other foods prepared with corn (because
it is in season).
Over the fire they passam forueira« that is, establish
new relatives.

Going around the fire three times in opposite

directions the people adopting relatives and being adopted into
the family repeat the following verse:
Gao
bfto
Que
W" ■»
Qua

Joao disse
iedro conflrmou
nos ha versos
de ser com«*..»
padre
i ni'
■ ... ■■■■ ■ ■■
Jesus Crjsto mandou.J>
nmtmm

m

m

m

w

iiiwi

In the last verse Nosso Genhor (Our Lord) is sometimes
substituted for Jesus Cristo*

The word compadre can be

2

Tacaca is an indigenous food prepared from the liquid
of the manioc called Tucupi* and the ^oma (the pulp).
is served with the main dish and is made from c o m *
Alua Ts a
drink prepared from pineapple and allowing to ferment for a
few days previous to the celebration.
3Saint John said
Saint Peter confirmed
That we must be cofathers
Because Jesus has ordered us.

K unganza

■
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replaced by another term referring to the new title being con
ferred#

Generally the new relatives are brothers, cousins,

madrinhas, padrinhos, afilhados. or afilhacias.

This new status,

acquired over the fire, is observed more in the interior than
in the cities#

After that night they begin to call each other

by the relationship terra established during the holiday.
Before June the people who live in the suburbio {the poor
sections surrounding the city) prepare the boi bumba*

A

number of men get together to perform a traditional play#

It

is the legend of a Portuguese man who killed an Indian cow
because his wife was pregnant#

This legend is played in the

streets of th$ city where they sing songs and tell the story#
They come to dance and play the story in private homes and they
use costumes to impersonate the characters that appear in the
story#

Sometimes these people save for a whole year to have

enough money to participate in the boi bumba of their suburbio#
The families of the participants accompany the actors in the
streets#

The rivalry that emerges between the bois is inter

esting and sometimes when they meet each other in the streets
there are fights*

The police, to avoid conflict, order that

any group caught fighting can not act for the rest of the
holiday#
The social clubs, to commemorate St# Anthony's Day,
make a festa dos namorados (lovers' party) and elect a couple
for the night#
days#

They also have parties for the other saints1

At this time they present a quadrilha (square dance)#
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This is perfonaed by a group which imitate the customs and way
of speaking of the hicks of a century ago who conquered the
land*
The Holy V eek is also very important to the people of
the valley#

The days are designated on the calendar as Wednesday

of Darkness, Thursday of Anguish, Friday of Passion, and
Hallelujah Saturday,

On these days the city appears to be

deserted because everybody stays at home#

The radio and movies

only play sacred music and religious pictures for three days.

On Friday a funeral procession, bearing a representation of the
body of Christ, moves through the streets.

Saturday also is

silent until midnight, when the people commemorate the resurrection
with dances and fireworks#
Another Catholic sacred day that is important to the
family is the second day of November which is called the dla dos
finados (Memorial Day)#

On this day they remember their dead

relatives and pay homage to them#

The family goes to the ceme

tery and lights candles at the graves of all their dead rela
tives#

They stay there all day and, if one member of the family

must go home, another comes to substitute and stand guard over
the family graves.

There are enormous crowds in the cemeteries

and the transportation facilities are completely overloaded.
On the outside of the cemeteries people sell food and re
freshments and beggars ask for esmolas in the naiae of Jesus
Christ.

The cities take on an appearance of mourning and every

41
store is closed*

The people discuss their relatives’ deaths

and other sad stories.
Carriage in the Amazon valley is more a religious event
than a civil one to the people, and must be well commemorated*
Great sums of money are spent by each family to celebrate the
marriage of their children.
formed one integral body.

In Brazil the State and the Church
As an empire the Brazilian govern

ment paid the priests as officials and the performance of
marriages was one of their duties.

The republican revolution

aries were people influenced by Positivism and, when the Re
public was established, the Church was considered a separate
entity from the btate.

Priests were forbidden to marry people

before the civil ceremony and in cases of disobedience the
priest was put in jail for six months for each transgression.
The marriage was only a civil act and was only valid if practiced
in accordance with the law and presided over by a judge.

The

church marriage was not considered valid under the law but the
people held their faith in such high esteem that they continued
to have a church ceremony after the civil one*

For more than

fifty years this law prevailed and only in 1954 did the Repre
sent! ve House abolish it.

How a religious marriage can be valid

if the Church records the marriage and communicates immediately
with the court.
Among the lower status groups of the Ita community, both
of the town and of the rural areasf marriage diverges more
strikingly from the ideal or normal patterns of rural Brazil*

.
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Ninety-one couples of* the lower-class groups were inter
viewed regarding marriage.
The marriages of all the couples
interviewed were at least several years’ standing and
apparently stable at the time.
Of these, only twenty-two
claimed both civil and religious rites at marriage.
Eight
couples were married by civil law alone, and thirty-eight
only by Church marriages.
Twenty-three of ninety-one
couples admitted readily to consensual marriage, that is,
they lived together *in friendship,” without benefit of
formal wedlock.
Among those who reported formal marriages,
many had lived in friendship for years before either the
religious or civil wedding was celebrated. The great
frequency of Church marriages over civil ceremonies re
flects the values of older people in Ita and other amazon
communities.
It also indicates, as most people in Brazil
already know, that the Church in its zeal to sanctify con
sensual unions often marries couples before the civil rites
have been performed,
loung people in Ita are fully aware
that the civil ceremony is legally binding, establishing
obligations enforceable by the police, and there is a
growing tendency for brides, and especially their families,
to insist upon a civil ceremony.*4,
Ctoe of the values enforced by the religion upon the
family is the prohibition of birth control.

The Catholic Church

has always attacked any form of birth control and Brazil is
facing the problem of the large family.

Direct blame cannot

be placed on the Church alone for this problem of the large
family is a product of many factors.

The author feels that

the following have a great deal to do with the presence of
large families.
1 - The man is strongly motivated by society to demand
offspring from his wife.
2 - There is very poor sex education given in the home and
the school.

^Charles Wagley,

0£.

cit.. p. 169.
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3 - There is very little recreation to be had by the lover
income groups.
4 - The whole extended family help to rear the children so
the burden of responsibility does not fall so heavily
on the parents.
Table I is the summary of a census of married women taken
in the Amazon valley in 1930.

This table shows the great number

of large families in the area.

The average number of children

per family is seven.
Other influences by the church on the family are made
through the Catholic organizations.

The most important of

these for girls is the Filhas de Karla.

The girls who belong

to this group proraise not to wear sleeveless garments, bathing
suits, low cut dresses or similar types of "immoral" apparel.
The organization acts as a strong moral and social control on
the member girl® and women.

They are very active in church

affairs and in the kermesses (festivities to collect money for
the church, usually held in front of the church).

They work in

the booths selling raffles and running the games.
The secular organizations in the Amazon valley that are
important in organizing festivals and other activities outside
the church are called the irraandades.
These brotherhoods resemble the "Third Orders,n which
are so common in Brazil, but they are not beneficial associ
ations and they are not subordinated to the official Church,
bine* they do not conform to Church rules, the Catholic
priest opposes them... More than a mere association of the
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devotees of a particular saint, the brotherhoods give formal
organization to the rural neighborhood*
Since most of the
inhabitants (both male and female) of a neighborhood are,
at the same time, members of the brotherhood, the officers
of the brotherhood are also the leaders and the individuals
of highest prestige in the neighborhood.5
The other associations that have influence in the Amazon
valley have just been founded recently*

They are the Juventude

Kstudantll C&tollca. Juventude bniversitaria Catolica* and
Juventude Obreira Catollca*
chapters all over the valley*

These associations do not have
The first and second of the above

memtioned groups exist in Manaus and Belem, and the third has
chapters in most of the large and small cities of the valley*
All three defend the doctrine of St* Thomas Aquinas and are
formed by a group of influential people*
Religious and moral influences on the family come from
the Catholic schools, both primary and secondary, the formal
associations, the brotherhoods and social clubs, and values
indoctrinated into the people through the rites of the Church*
The influence of the Church begins when the child is born and
continues to the moment of death*

The Family and the Economy

In the Amazon valley there is a belief that trade is the
only economic activity that can survive and progress.

?Ibid. . p. 13$
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attitude was generated in the cities because of the economic
structure#

An economy that depends upon the collection of

products from the jungle and their exportation creates this
feeling among the people cf the region#

This could be a

remnant of the Portuguese trading post attitudes because there
is a definite lack of identity with the land by much of the
population.

The desire is still strong today tomake o n e ’s

fortune and quickly get out of the valley#
The family-owned system of business is predominant in
the region#

Most of the commerce in the cities of Manaus and

Belem is centered in personal or family-owned businesses#

For

example, J. G. Araujo, one of the import and export houses, is
family ovmed#

I# B# Sabba, J. 5, Amor in, and *T* A# Leite are

examples of large business enterprises that have belonged to
one family for generations#

Most of the dominant commerce in

the cities is owned by foreigners, mainly the Portuguese, Jews,
Syrians, Lebanese, and English.

This accentuates the idea of

non-definitive settlement in the Amazon region#
Single families own large tracts of land and rubber
fields and the people sometimes identify the river with the
most important family of the area, such as the Monteiros on
the Amdeira river, the Miranda Leao of the Maues river, and the
Bollinellys along the Purus river.

This type of family owns the

large rubber fields of the interior and their homes have all
the comforts found usually in the largest cities#

Until the
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1920fs the patriarch could buy the title of colonel
National Guard,

For a long time these families

from the

dominated the

politics of the Amazon valley,
Roacir Faixao observed:
There were great, well built homes in the interior in
i*hich lived large well-to-do families. The whites acted
as overseers to great numbers of negro and Indian slaves*
These slaves did all the work on the rubber plantations*
In Cameta, for example, two families, the Pantojas and
ftoraes Bittencourts, had homes containing hundreds of
people which took on the appearance of small selfsustaining villages.k
Because of the diversity of the Amazon economy and the
primitiveness of the interior a large number of occupations,
each with its own distinct pattern of life, can be found here,
such as the fishermen, the cowboys of the Rio Branco and iiarajo,
the lumbermen of the islands in the lower Amazon, the rubber
collectors, and the farmers in the lowlands*

This type of

economy accounts for both the sedentary and the nomadic men or
the men of the pioneer zone and those in the fixed zone.

This

form of economy gives special characteristics to the family.
The farmer lives in the lower Amazon and is sedentary*
He places a high value on a large family to cooperate in the
work in the field® and help collect the products.

Charles

Wagley has observed that nin the farming district of Ita
community, however, the kinship circle is somewhat larger than

^Foacir Paixao,

cit*. p. 32*
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among the town dwellers#*'
The rubber collectors are famous for their nomadic
habits*

They move from one seringa1 to another trying to es

cape their ever present debts*

These men usually have families,

but the families as a rule remain in the'population centers and
the men go into the rubber fields*

Their business is carried

on deep in the interior where women are scarce*

These men

sometimes fight over the women in the hinterland, if only to
prove their masculinity*

Adultery ana consensual marriage are

common among them.
The lumbermen are nomadic workers much like the rubber
collectors.

The cowboys of the Hie Branco and Karajo are

sedentary, and place a high value on the family and the bhttrch*
They are usually Indians and caboclos who are recruited because
they will accept low wages and can adapt themselves to the life
of the tablelands.
The fishermen are different from the other types presented.
They are sedentary in relation to one river#

They live in their

montarias. that is, large canoes that are covered with palms,
and go from one lake to another looking for fish#

The canoe is

their home and they live their whole life on the river#

Be*

cause of this they can be called sedentary to the river but not
to the land#

The fisherman’s family is generally small because

of the great mortality rate of the infants.

7Charles Vagley, op. cjt#. p. 149
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The Family and the Community

The functions of the family are classified by T. Lynn
imith as:
1) The reproduction of the race; 2) The care, sustenance,
and rearing of the children through the dependent ages;
3) Education and training of the young; k ) The induction
of members of the oncoming generation into the great so
ciety and particularly establishing their status in the
various social groups; $) Recreation; 6) Mutual aid and
protection of the member from the enemies and dangers of
all kinds and; 7) The care of aged and other incapacitated
members and kinfolks*®
The reproduction of the species is through legal and
illegal means in the Amason valley*

It is legal when the

family is constituted in accordance with the civil law; and,
illegal in esses of consensual marriage and other forms of
free union.
The courtship process in the valley follows the moral
norms imported from Portugal and adopted in the area.

In the

Ideal type of courtship the boy, knowing the girl casually,
begins to visit her family to see if he is received favorably.
The couple speak to each other in secret on street corners until
the boy asks the permission of the parents to talk to their
daughter.

The boy, then, without making any serious promises,

comes to the girlfs home a few times a week to talk on very
general and casual subjects.

%.

After six or twelve months of

Lynn Smith, Brasil, People and Institutions, p. 53B.
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this the parents expect to be asked for the hand of the daughter*
The b o y ’s father comes to speak to the father of the girl in
order to ask for the hand oi the girl.

From that day on they

are considered engaged and they set the date of their reading.
This will probably take palce in either the month of June or
December because marriage in the amazon valley
seasons.

follows

the

There are very few marriages in August because there

is a general belief that the month is unlucky.
The marriage ceremony takes place in the court or a
private house in the presence of both families and guests in
vited for the special event.

Both families spend large amounts

of money on food and wines for the people who will remain at
the house till eleven at night.
side the city,

The honeymoon is passed out

from the wedding day they have a private life

and their parents do not interfere.
in the upper and middle classes the ideal courtship is
more apt to occur because of the pressure of the parents on the
children,

in the lower class the ideal type in more rare and

the value placed on virginity is less than in the other classes.
Brasilian law places high value on chastity and in a case of
deflowering the police will force the man into marriage if the
girl is under eighteen.

The consensual marriage, called aiaazla-

men t o . is cofamon in the lower class in the interior and generally
is not considered stable.

The society does not loock with favor

on consensual marriages, but readily aamits defaulte.

—
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Illegitimacy is frequent.

Table II shows the large

number of single mothers in the valley.

In the state of

Amazonas alone, of 57,179 single women enumerated in the census
of 1950, 16,646 had children that were considered illegitimate.
This is about twenty per cent of all single women in the area.
The fertility rate has been estimated by the Anuario
ivstatistico aragiileiro in the amazon ~tate as 47 per thousand
inhabitants.

The mortality rate is also very high in the valley.

In 1940, in the city of Manaus the death rate for the first year
of life was 158 per one thousand infants.
increased to 303 per thousand*

In 1941 the rate

In the city of Belem for the

same years the infant mortality rates were 202 and 189 per
thousand.^

These figures reflect a general health level that

leaves a great deal to be desired, and indicates that the human
resources of the valley are being dissipated by disease, malnu
trition, and lack of medical attention.
The average size of the family is usually nine people,
two parents and seven children.

In the hinterland the number

of children tends to increase despite the fact of the greater
infant mortality.

Urbanism gives more opportunity for knowledge

and education towards preventing large numbers of children, and
the family size is generally reduced.
The role of the mother is to care for children of9

9 Ibid. . p. 199.
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dependent ages.

The child usually grows up among several

brothers and sisters who help the mother in taking care of the
smaller children.

In the interior and in the lower class

family responsibility comes early to the young and they work
with the father or help the mother with tne housework.

Some

times the children start to sell newspapers, polish shoes, or
deliver messages by the age of ten.

The father is supposed to

maintain the children economically but wages are too low to
allow a decent life and the children are obliged to work,despite
the fact that the law forbids them to do so before the age of
fourteen.
The people like children very much.

The rate of adoption

of children is great since the single mother usually wanes to
get rid of her child.

The adoption does not take on legal

status and the child is raised in the new home but rarely re
ceives the name of the adopting parents.

In the lower class

the parents place the adopted child on the same level with
their own children, but in the upper class the adopted child is
considered one of the household with status lower than the legal
children but above that of the servants.
education and training of the young is one of the great
problems of the amazon valley.

Because of the scattered popu

lation it i© impossible to offer schooling to all the children.
For example, in the 1950 census it was shown that in the state
of Fara only 35 per cent of the population were literate and
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65 per cent were illiterate.

The urban area had 122,446 literate

ari i 39*#75 illiterate people*
102,393 literate and

6 /,09#

Xn the suburban area there were

illiterate, and in the rural area

172,30# literate as compared with 435,439 illiterate adults.10
This reflects the fact that most of the schools are located in
the capital of the state where most of the population is located.
There are not enough schools in the Amazon valley and nso3 t of
those are in very bad condition*

Teachers who graduate in

Belem or Manaus will not accept jobs teaching in the interior,
and the government is obliged to employ local teachers, with
out proper education, to teach in the valley schools.

The

system of education still reflects antiquated Portuguese ideas.
There is a tendency to teach many subjects that are not related
to the practical lives of the children.

This problem is ac

centuated in the cities where they teach only the classical
subjects.

This is of little use to the child who will never

go to college but must learn how to earn a living.
secondary education can only be had in the cities that
have a population of more than 10,000.
are controlled by the Ghurch.

Most of the high schools

In ^ianaus and Belem the state

maintains the main high schools*
teach mainly commercial subjects.

The private high schools
There are also schools which

operate only at night for those people who must work in the

101I hecenseamento Gerui uo Brasil -1950- .uetado Bo
Para, p. 17.
'
----

daytime*

Colleges can only be round in Belem and Manaus*

The Amazon society 1© stratified and it is not difficult
to indoctrinate the children to their social status*

The

lamily into which a child is born is the main factor determine
ing his social position*

Bocial mobility can only be achieved

through education, military career, marriage, or priesthood*
It is rare lor anyone to rise above his inherited status and
be accepted by his new peers.
In the valley, family recreation takes place mainly in
the home*

after work the father prefers to stay at home and

play with his children*

In Manaus and Belem the upper and

midale class people escape on Sunday to the outskirts of the
city to the swimming pools and picnic areas*
The family in the amazon valley provides for the mutual
aid and protection of its members against trouble and enemies*
Aid is also extended to the community to a certain extent*
From the Indians come the idea of a iuri or putiruiu (collective
help}*

A whole village will work together to rid itself of

any dangers from the Jungle.
In the political aspect there appears the pistolao. or
political godfather*

he is a member of the family or a gentle

man very well known to the family.

The pistolao wants their

votes at election tiiue so he helps members oi the family to
get government jobs.
In the rural and urban community the value placed on
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the old people is very great.

This high regard makes the

family care not only for the aged but also for the infirmed.
Eeapect for the aged is one of the characteristics of the
Amason valley society*

In the lower class home they are a

tremendous burden and, in nanaus and Belem, there are homes
:riaintained as private institutions to prevent the aged from
becoming beggars*

Th© ^ociedade be Irotecao aos Yelhos is an

organisation that collects funds each month from the people
who want to help them*

Generally the monthly donation from a

member of the society is Cr$10*00*

(about ten cent©)*

This

group also raises funds tnrough benefit parties given in the
main clubs of tne city and receives an allotment from the state
The family will take care of the infirm until a point
where it is necessary to send them to the hospital*

The

haaaon family has learned from the Indians of a great many
medicinal plants that are believed to be beneficial in the
treatiaent of certain diseases,

for example, the cumaru is

expected to cure a bad cough and tuberculosis, and tho roots
of pega-pinto should be able to fortify a weak person*

They

also use the man^irlcao and the Kuarana plants for the re
covery of the infirm*

In the cities the hospitals have all the

drugs and medical personnel necessary, but until now in the
hinterland the medicine man is relied upon in cases of disease.
in tne social life of the family and the community
concepts vary in accordance with the place the inuividuals l*ve
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In the interior the concept of neighbor i3 measured by how
many miles a family lives from you.

In the city the neighbor

hood concept is reduced to two or three blocks from the home.
The neighbors are considered friends that you must greet upon
meeting, and help in time of crisis.

The neighbors come to

visit your family when you move into a new home and will invite
you every time there is a birthday party or other celebration*
The custom of plate exchange is a vary popular one in the
neighborhood.

If a n e i g h b o r s fruit ripens he will send you

some on a plate.

Nothing in return is ever asked, but you

are expected not to return the plate empty.

The plate is kept

very busy on the day many people bake.
The concept of neighborhood is very important in the
interior where life is full of dangers.

In the rubber fields,

for example, one is considered a neighbor if he lives in the
same or adjoining geriagal.

The rubber gatherers consider ail

otner gatherers as neighbors because each lives miles apart.
Every time a wild animal ia killed the carcass is divided
quickly among the neighbors because there ia no refrigeration.
The patrac house, the oarracao, is a secure place for every
eventuality and the serln^ueiro expects to be invited there
for a meal every time he comes to the seringaI*
in the Amazon region families were not o wealthy or
powerful as the great patriarchal groups of the colonial
northeast.
Nevertheless, they were very important in
politics, in economics, and in the social life of the

.
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region*
:Yen today most commercial companies are family
owned, and family connections are important in politics*
After each election the bureaucracy is apt to bo crammed
with relatives of newly elected officials. The family is
the focus of social life*
A visitor in Belem and *~anaus
may find the people somewhat inhospitable, since most
social events take place within the family circle*
Once
accepted by a family, however, a visitor’s social life may
then become quite intense.
will be introduced by a
friend to relatives, by these relatives to others, and
perhaps even given letters of introduction to members of
the family in other towns.li

-^Charles •agley, ojo. cit*. p. 147*
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CHAPTER FOUR

F iu-ilijY ORGAN I ZAT I ON
The Kinship System
xn tile amazon valley the fa m ily can establish new
relationships in three ways; first, by law; second, through
baptism, confirmation, and marriage; and third, called "over
•.ae

during th<> ieLtiv&xS of *~t# Anthony, it* John, and

at# Peter and ~t. iaul#
by the scale of values, legal relationships are con
sidered the most important i iOllQWyl by tiiObfi co^father re
lations established at baptism, confirmation, and marriage,
and lastly, relatives established ’’over the fire#?t
The adoption of godparents at a baptism follows the
pattern of the natin American countries and elsewhere#

The

parents of the child choose two important persons of their
acquaintance, higher in social rank, to be padrinhos of their
child#

xn w-outn America, the Catholic church requires baptism

and uoualxy the acquiring of godparents, called coaroadrismo#

lo the baby they are padrinho and madrinha# and the padrinnos
call the infant afilhado or afilhada. depending on its sex#
relationship between the parents of the child and the
padrinhos is called compadres#

Individually the wife is called

I

.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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&nd the lather

comaai'e

ccmpadre*

In establishing this re

lationship the parents prefer to choose people

who are husband

and wile, but it is also common to choose single persons*
Socially, the number of afiih&cos that one person has is
a measure of his social prestige in the community*

Herndon9

visiting the iw &zon valley in 1950, wrote:
The Indians of the neighborhood come in to take service
with the whites; and nearly all bring their children in
to be baptised* Their reason for this is not that they
care about the ceremony but they can generally persuade
some good-natured white man to stand as godfather which
secures the payment of the Church fee, and a bottle of
spirits to the fatner and a yard or two of cotton cloth
to the mother* Antoni! tells me he is commdre with half
of the tribe. ^
This quotation underestimates the social importance ol
baptism.

The Portuguese godfather helps his godchild to get

an education and later earn a living*

Sometimes the godchild

coiaes to live with his godparents who give him room and board
without charge*

Ar. Herndon tells of the great social prestige

that Antonii had at that time, because once he became a god
father he was treated with respect by the compadres*
At the confirmation only one relative is established*
If it is a male being confirmed he chooses a oadrinho* and if
it is a female she will choose a madrlnha* The establishment
of relatives through marriage differs from baptism.
padriahos cU casaiaoatoa are unlimited in number,

The

dome couples

-Mfiilliam L. Herndon, ^x:.-loration of the v'alxey 2 k the
Amazon« p . 2 ?£ .
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have only two people on each side of the family*

As the

importance of the family in the community increases, so does
the number of padrinhos. because the number of friends who
must pay homage increases.

It is normal to find, in an im

portant marriage, ten or more couples who serve as padrinhos
to the newlyweds.
Kinship established ’’over the fire” during the June
holidays can be important or casual depending on the people
involved.

People of the cities value this kind of relation

ship very little, but in the interior, this is considered
very important and sometimes is binding for a lifetime.
Such relationships established over the fire are not
as binding as those established at baptism,
borne people
caught by an undesirable invitation go through the rite
out of politeness. They sometimes elect to ignore the
relationship later on. Others, however, take such re
lationships more seriously, and co-fathership by fire can
be as intimate and stable as that formed by baptism.2
In most of the Latin world the kinship system is en
larged by many ritual®.

A child might normally, in the course

of his life, acquire godparents at his baptism, confirmation,
and marriage.

This means that he can establish five or more

kinships considering all his padrinhos and madrinhas.

If he

values the ritual over the fire he is able to adopt more
relatives and can finish his life with an overwhelming number
of relatives.

In some cases a person in a small town in the

^Charles Wagley, 0£. cit•, p. 153*
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Amazon valley Is related to fifty percent or more of the people
in the town.
The compadrlsmo institution creates moral and social
controls.

The relatior ^ip among godparents and godchildren

is similar in sexual taboos to that between close blood rela
tives.

It is very difficult to break these unwritten laws in

the valley because of the intimacy and respect that the status
creates among them.
Gilberto Freyre observed "the ignorance of the Brazilian
mothers of a former day- inexperienced girls- did not find in
the coraadres the needed c o r r e c t i v e . T h i s statement is valid
today, for in the Amazon valley the comadres. more experienced
in childbirth, help others to have their children.

It is a

common practice not only in the interior but also in the cities.
"Besides officiating at childbirth, these comadres treated
gynecological diseases by means of witchcraft, prayers and
invocations.*^
The eompatirismo also helps toward cooperation between
the families.

There are cases in which the children are sent

to the house of the godfather to have a better life and go to
school.

They live with their godparents and do not pay anything.

^Gilberto Freyre, o&. cifc.. p. 334*
4 Ibld.. p. 333.
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Other times they help each other working together in the fields
or collecting the products of their gardens.
The obligation originating from such a relationship is
most informal but the compadre expects that his relatives will
help him in times of trouble.

The godson (afllhado) expects

to receive small gifts or money whenever he visits his god
parents.

The child asks for a blessing while kissing the right

hand of the padrinho. and the god-parent answers! "God bless
you.1* On the birthday of the afllhados the godparents are
supposed to give a good present.

The child also expects to

be invited to the godparents’ birthdays and parties.

After

about the age of 13 the godchildren do not ask for blessings
any more* and only treat their godparents with respect and
continue to call them padrinho.
About this relationship there are a series of customs.
For example, when the parents choose their oldest son to be
godfather of the infant, this is supposed to mean that this
is the last child.
The intimacy between the godfather and the family also
depends on the frequency in which they visit each other’s
homes.

Sometimes a family will count the number of visits made

to be able to ask for a visit from the other eompadre.
Gomradrlsmo also extends its ramifications into politics
and when the governor is elected he is supposed to protect all
his afilhados and settle them in the main offices.

This kind

of oligarchy exists in the Amazon valley at present.
Class System
The present day distinction in social rank resulted
from the class system of the colonial Amazon society, in which
the Indians were slaves and the white people, or Portuguese,
were in the highest rank of the social structure.

This simple

system is part of the process of formation of the Amazonian
society somewhat changed since the first phase of colonization
that ended with the rubber boom.
Some factors in the early years of settling made the
class system a little more complicated. For example, the
freedom of the Indians and the miscegenation through legal or
illegal marriage gave origin to the mameluco whose status was
above the Indians but inferior to the white population.

The

process of assimilation was slow because only the Indian girls
had the privilege of marriage with the white males.

The Indian

men only received status when they had been converted to
Christianity by the missionaries in the valley.
The second period began in 1870 when the rubber boom
began to become important in the world.

The ethnic groups

continued to play an important role in the class structure.
At this time Brazil was an Empire and titles of nobility were
given to the most outstanding old families that had dominated
the government and the high positions of society.
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With the advent of the rubber boom the old families,
which were the landholders, became wealthy#

The rubber barons

became more important and, with the money flowing, the dis
tinction between the classes was greater#

The rich wore

clothes imported from Europe and their sons went to study in
England, France, and Portugal#
The growing foreign population came to constitute the
middle class, set apart from the old families.

The rubber boom

brought the hardworking northeastern Brazilians who were very
independent.

This element fought the existing class structure

in order to establish themselves#

They were called arigo. that

is, birds of constant migration, but most of them succeeded as
businessmen or in other professions in the valley#
The depression of 1920‘s and 1930‘s had a deep effect
on the class structure#

Charles Vvagley observed:

After the rubber debacle, many of these regional aristo
crats moved away, but many were stranded and forced to
live as best they could in the region# The highly crystal
lized class and the emphasis upon the extractive economy _
to furnish raw materials for the foreign market continued#^
As the years passed the hope for a return of the "golden
age" was the source of survival of the valley#

The old families

partially disappeared with the depression, and some of them
became impoverished because of a long time without yield from
the land#

At this time the new middle class began to spring

Charles Vagley,

or# cit•,

p. 104#

»
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up, consisting of the increasing number of foreigners and
businessmen*
Samuel Benchiraol wrote:
A new class of businessmen has made its appearance recently*
It is constituted of young industrialists who are trying
to introduce some new industries in the valley, rubber
washing factories, and rose wood distilleries. Many of
these plants are owned by foreigners and by outside Bra
zilians: Portuguese, Englishmen, Jews, and Cearenses.
They are distrustfully regarded by tradition-minded people
when they start a project.
It is widely believed that the
only thing that can flourish in Manaus is trade, but as
soon as they succeed in their enterprises they climb high
in the social scale, maybe even above the more common
merchant, commercial agent or import-export trader.^
The social class structure of the Amazon valley is
simplified by Charles bagley into three main groups: the alta
sociedaoe, the descendants of the colonial land-holders of
the rubber plantations, and the successful businessmen; the
middle class consisting of officials of the government and
professionals; and the lower class consisting of the mass of
workers all over the valley.

It is necessary also to note

that the small communities present the same distinctions; an
upper class, constituted by the outstanding people, such as,
the judge, the officials, and the businessmen; a middle class
made up of urban workers and; the lower class, the manual
laborers.
Charles Wagley wrote:

6

Samuel Benchiraol,

fit*

cit., pp. 102-103.
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Social rank in all human societies is based upon the combi
nation of birthright and Individual achievement*
Despite
many changes since colonial times, Amazon society still
places an emphasis upon the birthright, and there are few
opportunities for individual achievement*
The highly
crystallized class system which has persisted since the
colonial period is changing with extreme slowness.
But,
as educational and health facilities and economic oppor
tunities are made available to a larger segment of the
population the emphasis will shift from position„ascribed
at birth to social positions which are achieved*'

^Charles

agley, oj>. cit*, p* 144*

CHAPTER FIVE

THE DISORGANIZATION OF THE FAMILY
Divorce, Desguite and Consensual Karriage
Divorce is not permitted by Brazilian law because, as
a Catholic country, the pressure of the Church is strong
enough to have marriage legally considered an indissoluble
contract.

Therefore, to legalize the separation of couples,

the law provides the desguite. that is, the separation of
the parties and property leaving the bonds of the marriage
inviolate.
marriage.

Desguite, in reality, does not dissolve the

^

There has been much disagreement about the benefits

and detriments of this legal institution.

A census of the

Amazon valley shows a small number of desouites. because the
people of the lower classes do not go to court to legalize
their separations since they cannot afford the expense.
Desguite is considered one of the causes of family disorgani
zation because of the usual consequences.

'With the couple

separated from each other, the man and the woman usually do
not live alone for long and, consequently, they establish
other relationships.

They may live in consensual marriage

that can bring about illegitimate children*

This situation

is predominant in the valley, and the number of desquitados
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presented by statistics does not show the true situation.
The consensual marriage is considered another form of
family disorganization*

Most of the men in the interior and

in the cities believe that marriage is a great responsibility
and to escape this they marry only by the Church and do not
change their civil status*

The consensual marriage is common

and it is known in the valley by the term amazjado or amiaado,
which literally means "life in friendship."
Of the 3 #360 people over twenty years of age in the
municipality of Ita, according to the 1940 census, only
1,577 were reported as married and 190 widows or widowers.
Of 5,124 people in the entire municipality listed as
single only 3,721 were under nineteen years of age, thus
leaving 1,403 of twenty years of age and over.
I am not
aware of the criterion used for marriage, but it was
probably legal union.
If so, this indicates that the
number of people who enter marriage either on a consensual
basis or only by religious ceremony amounts to almost fifty
per cent of the total population. Few people in Ita over
twenty years of age live without some form of marital
alliance. Women are expected to get marrie d when they
were eighteen or nineteen years old, and men by the time
they are twenty years old, or slightly afterward.*
In an inquiry made by the same author he found thirty
per cent of marriages were consensual in the city of Ita.
Consensual marriage creates some problems for the social
security administrators, because the beneficiary is not the
legal spouse, but the arnica*

Also, there is a large proportion

of illegitimate children, which makes the relationship unstable
and gives an excuse to the man to withdraw from his obligations

^Charles V.'agley, o p . cit. * p. 175*
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any time he wants.
One of the reasons for the increase in the number of
consensual marriages is the great formal emphasis place on
female virginity.

It is nearly Impossible for a girl who has

lost her virginity to get formally married.

In this case she

roust accept the consensual marriage as an alternative way to
have a family.

Men often resist civil or legal marriage with

women with whom they are living in consensual marriage on the
grounds that they were not virgins when they met them.

A man

may even hesitate to marry the young girl who, he is certain,
has given herself only to him.
The consensual marriage is accepted by the community
and the people judge each one on the basis of its success and
solidarity*

The author has heard several people from all

incorae groups approving of consensual marriage in the city of
Manaus and other cities in the hinterland*
^ome of the consensual marriages are stable, and, after
many years, the couples legalise the situation.

Others are

unstable and are never legalized in court or the Church*

The

law ignores a church marriage and the Church itself has no
way to punish those who commit bigamy or polygamy*

Therefore,

some men employ the Church marriage as a way to withdraw and
marry again as many times as desired.
To the caboclos, subsistence is both physiological and

i
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sexual.

They must eat and procreate.

Moacir Paixao expressed

this aspect of the life of the cabas? la a.
Procreation is easy.
A man, a woman meet casually and in
a short while they begin to try a marriage*
They may marry
after one day of festivities, in some cases, because"most
of the times the process of sexual relationship is tacit,
without formalities, judges, or priests.
In the same
manner they may separate and start a new union that never
figures in the registers of the courts. To them, family
organization was always dissolvent.
Jose Veriseimo,
studying at his time, saw the dissolution and loose ties
of the marriage of the caboclos. and presented the cases,
pointing out the reasons as hereditary, and the psycho
logical inferiority, that was b o m in the degradation of
the slave society.2
The maintenance of a mistress is another form of plural
family life that is common in the valley.

The people do not

discriminate against the man because he can afford more than
one wife.

The man usually lives with his legal \vife but visits

the mistress during the day.
his paramour.

Occasionally he may live with

The legal wife is treated with pity by her

neighbors and eventually accepts the situation with negative
passiveness.

This is not a particular problem of the poor or

the middle class but is quite common with the upper class and
among the old and traditional families.

Illegitimacy and Prostitution

Table 3 shows the number of illegitimate children in
1890 in Brazil.

The btates of Para and Amazonas ranked only

o
Koacir Paixao e Bilva, o£. cit. . p. t>7*
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TABLE III
LEGITIMACY OF THE POPULATION,
1390, BY DTATLD

State

Brazil
Distrito Federal
Alagoas
Amazonas
Bahia
Gear a
Lspirito Santo
Goias
Maranhao
Plato Grosso
Minas Gerais
Papa
l^raiba
*arana
Pernambuco
Piaui
Rio Grande do Porte
Rio Grande do bul
Rio De Janeiro
Ganta Catarina
Sao Paulo
Sergipe

Of legitimate
birth

Of illegitimate birth
Number
Per cent

11,656,431

2,677,484

18.7

419,747
444,132
103.128
1,431 , ZW
739,198
107,164
184,225
252,299
56,243
2,703,227
210.343
O T S J

102,904
67,308

19.7
13.2
30.3
W X
3.3
21.2
19.1
41.4
39.4
15.1
36,0
972
15.5
11.9
19.0
10.0
21.2
36.1
11.4
10.4
18.0

210,917

907,036
216,739
241,497
707,160
560,053
251,474
1,240,297
255,046

66,439
28,833
43,347
178,555
36,584
480,372
118.112
38,574
123,133
50,870
26,776
190,295
316,826
32,295
144,456
55,880

Source: ^>iret or ia Serai de Sstatistica, Sexo, Kaca e Estado
Civil, hacionalidade, Piliacao, Culto e anaifabetisaio
da Populacao Recensea da em 31 de Dezembro de 1390,
Quoted in the book, Brasil. *eople and Institutions.
T. Lynn Smith, p. 54T.

slightly lower than the pioneer areas of Maranhao and Mato
Grosso, and the urban center of Eio de Janeiro.

The present

situation is statistically not much different from what it was
in 1390.

Table 4 shows the number of unmarried mothers in

the Amazon valley in 1950.

It shows only a slight decrease in

illegitimacy.
This author believes the poverty of the people to be
the main cause of such illegitimacy.

Most of the girls living

in the suburbios do not have to opportunity to learn a decent
occupation.
"As in the majority of the Latin American or Brazilian
cities prostitution flourishes as a necessary evil in accord
with the general attitudes of the community.
In the time of the rubber boom in the beginning of the
century, Polish and French women came to Manaus and Belem to
fill the brothels in the red-light districts.

Most of these

women loft the valley during the recessions of 1920fs and 1930fs,
and the few who remained became wealthy by taking over the
abandoned brothels, and exploiting local girls.
prostitutes corse from the lower class.

Today the

A young girl may be

come a prostitute for many reasons, such as abandonment by her
husband, the necessity to earn a living to support small children
deflowering, the inability to earn a decent wage at honest jobs,

3Samuel Benchimol, op. cit♦, p. 78
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TABLE IV
SINGLE WOMEN, 15 TEAKS OF a QE AMD OLDER,

WHO HAD CKLLD&£ii 1L m

AKOOM VALuEY
~ ----- — i—

State

Para
Amazonas

Acre

Total of
single women

Single women who
had children
Number
Per cent

Children
born

Children
living

152,342

52,802

31.3

208,540

144,330

57,179

16,645

2?,2

61,932

43,378

7,^64

1,600

22.4

5,969

3,862

Source: yi i.ecsasearaento Csral do ^raail. 105(3. belativo aos
iStados do Amazonas, Vara e o Yerritorio do Acre.,
■ublicado pelc I.B.G. ., Coneelho iacional de Dstatlstlca,
1956.
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and incompatibility with her family.
Even prostitution has its price range and status.

A

gentleman seeking an evening?s pleasure in pleasant surroundings
will go to the outskirts of the cities.

In the downtown area

can be found the cheapest, filthiest slum areus where carnal
desires can be fulfilled.
The brothels are called pensoes and are located in the
deteriorated area of the cities of Manaus and Belem.

Close to

the red-light district there are usually dance halls called
cabarets in which the prostitutes come to dance every night.
They are used as meeting places for later business.

Outside

the cities there are rendezvous t which are also places for
meeting girls, besides gambling and other enjoyments.

It is

interesting to observe that every city in the Amazon valley
with more than 10,000 inhabitants has a red-light district.
The attitude of the community and authorities is one of
benevolence and acceptance.

Th-^re are powerful behind-the-

scene influences keeping the vice districts open despite the
fact that these activities are considered a major crime by
Brazilian criminal law and the Ohurch.

The police have tried

to shut down these houses, at least to move them to the suburb jo
areas, but the euburbios are already overcrowded with their
own houses of pleasure.

These areas have a very high crime

rate and a great deal of alcoholism, making it impossible to
walk these streets safely at night.

*
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Travelers to the Amazon valley are very quickly made
aware of the weak bonds holding the family structure together*
This is true in all classes of society.

CHAPTER SIX

TRENDS AND PROSPECTS

The Amazon valley has been the pioneer area of Brazil
for more than three centuries, with the population concentrated
in the cities of Belem and Manaus and a few other small towns
scattered along the tributaries and on the main stream*
booking at it from an economic point of view, the life of man
has been insecure in the valley because, until now, man has
not conquered the jungle*
The Plano de Valorizacao Economico da Amazonia (Economic
Plan for the Amazon valley) is trying to develop the region
economically and to integrate it with the general progress of
Brazil*

The moving of the Brazilian capital to Brasilia can

be considered a factor in the gradual transformation and
progress of the Amazon region*

There is an expected pene

tration of the excess population of other regions to the
central part of Brazil and consequently the settling of the
meridianal affluents of the Amazon river*
Through expeditions into the Rio Branco and Urubu valleys,
the Inatituto de Fesquieas da Amazonia (Research Institute for
the Amazon valley) has made many detailed studies of the area*
Their fields of interest include geomorphology, botany, limnology,
minerology, anthropology, history, and medicine.

In their
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heaoquarters in Manaus they have a library of most of the books
and research papers written about the Amazon valley.
economically, the Amazon valley will be conquered by
the penetration of the population through the mouth of the
river toward the interior and by way of Brasilia,

iiew indus

tries have begun to come to the valley and there is a slow
transformation modifying the present situation.
Socially, the family is usually the nucleus for change,
but here the structure of the family has resisted change so
far.

The old families of the area are not willing to allow

any change for fear of losing their status.

The form of the

family must be transformed in such a way that every one is
individually responsible for his actions.

Value must be

placed on achievement rather than on birthright.

This will

occur only with education, better health, and stable economic
development of the region.
Manaus and Belem will continue to play the most important
roles in the life as entreports to the region. Major airlines,
flying between Miami and Eio de Janeiro, have recently dis
covered the economic advantages of using the facilities of the
Manaus airport, since this city is the half way point along
the shortest route*

This should act as a stimulation to the

city and bring about more direct contact with the United States.
Belem, as the principal metropolis of the valley, will con
tinue to be the largest city and port in the area.

79
The tendency of the population to concentrate in the
large cities will continue until life in the hinterland can
offer some comforts and stability.
With the coming of new technology and occupations to
the valley there is hope that the population can finally
become psychologically attached to the land.

The new gener

ation is conscious of the problems they have to fr.ce in the
readjustment of population, reallocation of resources, and
the conquest of the jungle*

—
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